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Abstract
To produce multi-dopant ferrite nanoparticles, the ‘Extended LaMer’ and seed-mediated growth
techniques were combined by first utilizing traditional thermal decomposition of metal
acetylacetonates to produce seed particles, followed by a continuous injection of metal oleate
precursors to increase the volume of the seed particles. With the choice of precursors for the
seeding and dripping stage, we successfully synthesized particles with manganese precursor for
seeding and cobalt precursor for dripping (Mn0.18Co1.04Fe1.78O4, 17.6± 3.3 nm), and particles
with cobalt precursors for seeding and manganese precursors for dripping (Mn0.31Co0.74Fe1.95O4,
19.0± 1.9 nm). Combining transmission electron microscopy, energy-dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and vibrating sample magnetometry, we conclude that the
seed-mediated drip method is a viable method to produce multi-dopant ferrite nanoparticles, and
the size of the particles was mostly determined by the seeding stage, while the magnetic properties
were more affected by the dripping stage.

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, magnetic nanoparticles have been extensively developed as potential devices for
medical applications, such as magnetic hyperthermia, MRI, magnetic particle imaging, and drug delivery, etc
[1–5]. Iron oxide-based nanoparticles have drawn tremendous attention because of the ease of synthesis,
moderate biocompatibility, and good tunability of the properties [6, 7]. Thermal decomposition is one of the
most commonly used synthetic approaches for making iron oxide-based nanoparticles [8]. It generally offers
good control of the size and composition of the particles, thus it also provides precise control of the magnetic
properties of the nanoparticles [9–11]. To synthesize iron oxide-based nanoparticles with various sizes and
compositions, methods with metal fatty acid salts or metal acetylacetonate salts as precursors have been
developed [12, 13]. The appeal of these synthetic routes is that to control the size and composition of the
final product, only concentration or relative ratios of precursors, solvents, and surfactants need to be
changed while not requiring the alteration of the reaction temperature. Apart from a one-pot reaction,
reactions with continuous addition of precursors were also developed to enhance the size control of the
nanoparticles [14–16]. This method extended LaMer’s mechanism and achieved continuous growth of the
particles by feeding precursors throughout the reaction without changing the starting stage of the reactions.

Beyond controlling the size of the particles, some researchers have developed methods to control the
magnetic properties of the nanoparticles by changing the composition of particles. As thoroughly explained
by López-Ortega et al [17] and Liu et al [18], nanoparticles containing both soft and hard magnetic phases
potentially expand the selection pool of iron oxide-based nanomaterials significantly by broadening the
range of magnetic properties of the ferrites through exchange coupling. Previous studies have shown great
promise in using a core/shell exchange-coupled structure design to improve the magnetic properties of the
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nanoparticles and thus their performance for specific applications [19–23]. It is worth noting that all these
core/shell particles were synthesized via a seed-mediated growth method similar to the method which
Shouheng Sun et al used for controlling the size of the particles [12]. The mechanism was to separate the
nucleation stage from the growth stage of the particles to achieve a narrow size distribution; therefore, a
typical seed-mediated particle synthesis requires multiple steps of reaction and purification.

Our research group previously has reported using an ‘extended LaMer’ method (also described as the
drip synthesis) to successfully produce cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with narrow size distribution [24]. Herein,
we describe the combination of the conventional seed-mediated synthesis with the drip synthesis
(seed-mediated drip synthesis) to make manganese and cobalt substituted ferrite particles. This method
significantly decreased the complexity of the whole synthesis process without having to stop at the first stage
of seed particle synthesis. The growth of the particles and the incorporation of each metal element were
monitored, and the final products were characterized afterward.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Metal oleate precursor synthesis
The metal oleate precursors were synthesized by a reflux reaction. Forty millimoles cobalt (II) chloride (97%
anhydrous, Acro Organics) or manganese (II) chloride (97% anhydrous, Acro Organics), 80 mmol sodium
oleate (97%, TCI America), 80 ml ethanol (denatured ACS, VWR Chemicals BDH), 60 ml deionized water
(DI water) and 140 ml hexane (mixture of isomers, 98.5% ACS, VWR Chemicals BDH), were mixed and
heated to reflux. Once the temperature stopped rising, the reflux was kept at that temperature for 4 h. The
upper organic layer (hexanes) was collected separating from the lower aqueous layer using a separatory
funnel and washed with DI water three times after the reaction was completed. The hexane was then
evaporated off using rotovap and the resulting viscous liquid product was then washed with acetone and
precipitated by centrifugation (10 000 rpm, 10 min) several times until a clear supernatant was obtained. The
final precipitation was dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature for 24 h yielding a waxy solid with a
purple (cobalt oleate) and a brown (manganese oleate) color. The solid oleate precursors were then dissolved
in 1-octadecene (tech 90%, Acro Organics) to make 0.1 mmol ml−1 solutions for injection.

2.2. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of precursors and pre-synthesis experiments
Before synthesizing the nanoparticles, TGA of precursors was done to obtain the decomposition temperature
of each precursor. Then, a set of control experiments to synthesize particles with a composition of
Mn0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 was done to choose a good combination of precursors and conditions for monodisperse
particles. Five batches of reactions were done with 2 mmol of iron precursor, 0.5 mmol of manganese
precursors, and 0.5 mmol of cobalt precursors. The acetylacetonate (acac) and oleate precursors were added
to the reaction flask before reaction (one-pot) or via injection while heating (drip) and the reactions were
kept at 360 ◦C for 100 min. TGA of the precursors was done under nitrogen from room temperature to
600 ◦C with a ramping rate of 20 ◦C min−1. The data was analyzed using the TA Universal Analysis software.

2.3. Seed and drip synthesis of core/shell particles
A manganese ferrite/cobalt ferrite core/shell structure was targeted for particle synthesis. The reaction
consists of two stages, the first stage of the seeding reaction process was first done followed by the second
stage of the injection of oleate precursors. To make particles with manganese-rich core and cobalt-rich shell
(MnFe+ Co), 2 mmol iron (III) acetylacetonate (99+%, Acro Organics), 0.5 mmol manganese (II)
acetylacetonate (Sigma-Aldrich) were mixed with 0.3 g 1,2-hexadecanediol (tech. 90%, Sigma-Aldrich), 3 ml
oleic acid (tech. 90%, Alfa Aesar) in a 100 ml flask and heated at 360 ◦C for 40 min. Then, the second
precursor solution of cobalt oleate was injected into the reaction at 10 ml h−1 for 1 h. Aliquots were taken
every 20 min to monitor the growth of the particles. In the same way, particles with cobalt-rich core and
manganese-rich shell particles (CoFe+Mn) were also made by starting with cobalt (II) acetylacetonate
(99%, Acro Organics) followed by the injection of manganese oleate. The reactions were done under a
continuous flow (0.3 l min−1) of nitrogen gas. After the reaction, the particles were washed with ethanol and
precipitated by centrifugation (10 000 rpm, 5 min). The precipitation was then dissolved in hexane or dried
under vacuum for later sample preparation for characterization.

2.4. Characterizationmethods
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired mainly using a Hitachi HT7830 at 120 kV.
The images were analyzed for particle size distribution by Image J (NIH, open-source) with a minimum of
300 particles. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping was done using a Hitachi SU9000EA at
30 kV. The grids were pre-incubated in a vacuum oven at 80 ◦C overnight and treated with a UV cleaner to
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Figure 1. TGA of precursors, acetylacetonate precursors (a) and oleate precursors (b). The decomposition temperatures of
acetylacetonate precursors are much lower than the decomposition temperatures of oleate precursors.

Table 1. Decomposition temperature of precursors acquired from TGA.

Precursor Decomposition temperature (◦C) Precursor Decomposition temperature (◦C)

Mn acac 242 Mn oleate 319
Fe acac 192 Fe oleate 348
Co acac 180 Co oleate 353

remove excess organic layers before the measurement. The measured area was selected and monitored in a
high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEMmode.

Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed with a Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer. The particles
were well dispersed in hexane (approximately 50 mg ml−1) and then dropped on the glass substrate and the
particles deposited on it after the evaporation of the solvent. All samples were scanned with 0.5◦ min−1 from
15◦ to 80◦ with a copper Kα x-ray (λ= 1.54 Å). The XRD results were analyzed using Profex [25, 26].

The magnetometry was done using the vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) option of a physical
property measurement system (Quantum Design). Magnetization-field (M–H) curves were measured at
300 K; zero-field cooling/field cooling (ZFC/FC) measurement was done with a 100 Oe (7980 A m−1)
magnetic field. The samples were made by curing the particle samples into a polymer matrix. Briefly, a stock
solution of a mixture of monomers and initiator was made by mixing 3 ml of styrene (⩾99%,
Sigma-Aldrich), 450 µl of divinylbenzene (tech. 80%, Sigma-Aldrich), and 10 mg of azobisisobutyronitrile
(98%, Sigma-Aldrich). Then the dried particles were dissolved into this stock solution with a concentration
of 6 mg ml−1. Then the particle solution was cured inside a glass tube with an inner diameter of 1.5 mm and
length of 3 cm at 90 ◦C for 1 h. The glass sheath was cracked, and the plastic/particle sample was cut into a
4 mm long pellet that was then mounted to the VSM sample holder.

The samples in polymer matrix after VSM measurement were decomposed at 500 ◦C and dissolved with
20 ml 2% nitric acid. The quantity of each element in the samples was determined through calibration curves
constructed with corresponding standards with inductively coupled plasma (ICP) optical emission
spectroscopy (OES). The results were then compared with the elemental analysis from EDX results and used
for normalizing the data of VSM.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Determination of synthetic approach
The TGA results are shown in figure 1 and table 1. The manganese precursors have the highest decomposition
temperature among the acetylacetonate precursors and the lowest decomposition temperature among the
oleates precursors, while the cobalt precursors have the lowest decomposition temperature among the
acetylacetonate precursors and the highest decomposition temperature among the oleate precursors. This
trend may be due to the electron affinity difference among the three metal cations. The reaction temperature
of the synthesis was chosen at 360 ◦C, mainly because the decomposition of cobalt oleate happens at around
353 ◦C. A reaction temperature higher than the decomposition temperature of the precursor is necessary to
assure a rapid decomposition of the precursors and successful incorporation of the metals.
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Figure 2. Particle growth analysis of MnFe+ Co sample from TEM. The mean diameter at the end of seeding stage (40 min) was
16.3± 3.4 nm, and the mean diameter at the end of dripping stage (100 min) was 17.6± 3.3 nm.

To make Mn0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 particles, five candidate approaches were tested. Different types of precursors
or precursor solutions were added successively or at once (detailed procedures and TEM images can be found
in the SI (available online at stacks.iop.org/JPMATER/4/034013/mmedia)). The approach with a one-pot
seeding reaction with acetylacetonate precursors followed by the injection of oleate precursor was found to
give the best monodispersity. The precursors of different metal species decompose at different temperatures;
thus, the decomposition rates differ at a certain reaction temperature. The TGA results indicated
acetylacetonate precursors have generally lower decomposition temperatures than the oleates; therefore,
acetylacetonates were selected as the starting precursors for the seeding stage and oleates for the dripping
stage, which can benefit the separation of nucleation and growth.

3.2. Seed-mediated drip synthesis of core/shell particles
To target the synthesis of core/shell nanoparticles, we chose manganese and cobalt as substituting metals, as
these core/shell and soft/hard composite ferrite nanoparticles have been successfully made via conventional
seed-mediated growth methods and have shown great potential for the application of magnetically
modulated energy delivery [20, 27, 28]. Iron acetylacetonate and iron oleate are the two commonly used
precursors [11]. We used the new seed-mediated drip synthesis method to produce two types of particles that
may have core/shell structures by starting the seed reaction via decomposition of iron acetylacetonate along
with manganese or cobalt acetylacetonate respectively, followed by the injection of oleate precursors of the
other metal (acetylacetonates+ oleate). The first stage of the 40 min seed reaction of metal acetylacetonates
made monodisperse nanoparticles as seeds for the second stage of particle growth. When the second stage of
precursor injection started at 40 min, the species of the reagents and their concentration changed and as a
result, the growth of the particles was changed accordingly. Figure 2 illustrates the particle growth
throughout the reaction for sample MnFe+ Co. Nucleation was observed to start relatively fast, wherein the
first 20 min of reaction had already provided particles of around 15.5 nm in diameter. The growth rate
slowed down after 40 min. After a 60 min injection of the cobalt oleate precursor, the mean diameter of the
particles grew from 16.3± 3.4 nm to 17.6± 3.3 nm. The TEM images and corresponding histograms of
MnFe+ Co samples are shown in the supporting information. The particles after 40 min, compared to
20 min, have a bimodal distribution which indicates an ongoing nucleation event. With the addition of a
second precursor of cobalt oleate, both the small and large seeds started to grow larger after 40 min. This may
be due to the decomposition temperature of Mn acac is about 50 ◦C higher than Fe acac. According to the
size analysis we discussed above, assuming a core/shell structure, the mean shell thickness of the particles was
about 0.65 nm (shell thickness= Final diameter−core diameter

2 = diameter at 100 min−diameter at 40 min
2 ). Nonetheless, the

same seed-mediated drip method was also used for making cobalt-rich core manganese-rich shell particles
(CoFe+Mn), Co acac and Fe acac have very close decomposition temperatures, which led to more uniform
nucleation and thus, more monodispersed particles (19.0± 1.9 nm) at the final stage (100 min). The size of
the particles was mostly determined by the seeding stage of the synthesis and the species of the precursor of
choice played a critical role in controlling the size distribution of the final product.

3.3. Structure analysis of the synthesized particles
The contents of each element in the MnFe+ Co particles were analyzed by measuring aliquots via EDX. The
compositional progression is shown in figure 3. The Mn/Fe ratio of the particle sample matches with the
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Figure 3. Composition evolution of MnFe+ Co sample assuming a MnxCoyFe(3−x−y)O4 formula. The composition at 40 min
stayed the same as the feeding composition of acetylacetonate precursors. After 40 min, cobalt content increased while manganese
content decreased, and reached a final composition of Mn0.18Co1.04Fe1.78O4 at 100 min.

Figure 4. EDX mapping of different elements of CoFe+Mn sample (a) BF image, (b) DF image, (c) oxygen, (d) iron,
(e) manganese, (f) cobalt. All particles have the three metal elements, and the metal elements are uniformly distributed without
showing a distinguishing core/shell structure.

starting precursor ratio at the end of the seeding stage within 40 min, however, after 40 min, the Co content
started appearing in the particles and kept increasing through the rest of the reaction because of the injection
of the cobalt oleate precursor. The Mn content kept decreasing with the injection of cobalt oleate after 40 min
which was probably caused by the substitution of the Mn2+ ions by the Co2+. Assuming the particles have a
typical spinel ferrite MnxCoyFe(3−x−y)O4 formula, the composition of the MnFe+ Co particles grew from
Mn0.41Co0Fe2.59O4 (20 min) to Mn0.18Co1.04Fe1.78O4 (100 min). Figure 4 shows the images gained from an
elemental analysis via EDX mapping of sample CoFe+Mn after 100 min. The individual particles were seen,
and all the metal elements were distributed through the particles. Figure 5 was generated by overlaying the
mapping images of Mn, Fe, and Co, which shows the spatial distribution of the elements in the individual
particles. For CoFe+Mn, and all three metals are distributed in all the particles, however, some of the
MnFe+ Co particles only have manganese and iron in them meaning that the second metal, cobalt, did not
grow into/onto some of the seed particles. Interestingly, these manganese ferrite particles were not the
smallest. Some particles contain cobalt seen smaller than those containing only manganese and iron. This
means when the second stage of cobalt injection started at 40 min, the first stage of seed growth had not
stopped, leading to a wider size distribution as the growth rate of the first stage is different from the second
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Figure 5. EDX mapping of metal elements of CoFe+Mn and MnFe+ Co. CoFe+Mn particles are more monodispersed than
MnFe+ Co particles. Some of the particles in MnFe+ Co samples have very low cobalt content indicating a nucleation process
during the dripping stage.

stage. Although the anticipated edge between the core and the shell was not seen in the EDX mapping images
(figures 4, 5, and S1), the double-layer structure may still exist. For one thing, the thickness was too low to
show a sharp interface; for another, the spherical shape of the particles made it harder to locate the interface
between the core and the shell. The particle line scan image shows a clear shell with a thickness around
2.5 nm, but it was not seen in an EDX mapping image which suggests that this core/shell phase difference
was not caused by the composition difference but by the difference in the oxidation states of the metal and
the crystalline phases. A similar phenomenon was seen in the previous studies [15, 29–31]. The XRD analysis
coincided with the EDX mapping and confirmed this hypothesis as shown in figure 6. The two samples both
showed a ferrimagnetic spinel phase (magnetite PDF: 019-0629) as well as an antiferromagnetic rock salt
(wüstite PDF: 00-006-0615) phase given the fact the final products did not undergo any post-reaction
oxidation treatment. Further analysis of the XRD results (supporting information) showed that both samples
have a significant fraction of the antiferromagnetic phase (37.1 wt% for MnFe+ Co and 31.2 wt% for
CoFe+Mn). Similar structures were also seen in other doped iron oxide nanoparticles synthesized with the
thermal decomposition method [32–34]. The insufficient oxidation of the core is responsible for the rock salt
phase and the shell of the particles was more oxidized resulting in a spinel structure shown in the XRD result.
The existence of surface spin canting and the antiphase boundary is responsible for the reduction of
magnetization which is prevalently seen for nanoparticles synthesized by thermal decomposition according
to a previous study [35, 36].

3.4. Magnetic characterizations
The magnetization curve was measured at 300 K over the range of±1.6× 106 A m−1 and plotted in figure 7.
The magnetization values were normalized by the total mass of metals in the sample measured by ICP-OES.
Although having close mean sizes (CoFe+Mn, 19.0± 1.86 nm; MnFe+ Co, 17.6± 3.28 nm), the two
samples behaved quite differently since the two samples have presumably different structures. The saturation
magnetization and coercivity of sample MnFe+ Co are both larger than CoFe+Mn which indicates the
shell of the particles played a more important role in the magnetic properties. The MnFe+ Co has a bias of
−100 A m−1 and a coercivity of 4380 A m−1, while CoFe+Mn has a bias of 400 and a coercivity of
1060 A m−1. The existence of coercivity and bias at 300 K probably resulted from a weak exchange coupling
between the rock salt core and the spinel shell [27, 37, 38]. The ZFC/FC measurement was done with a
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Figure 6. XRD diffractograms of CoFe+Mn and MnFe+ Co samples. Both samples consist of ferrimagnetic spinel phase and
antiferromagnetic rock salt phase.

Figure 7.Magnetization vs magnetic field (M–H) curve from VSMmeasurements. The magnetization values are much smaller
than that of the bulk material because a large fraction of the nanoparticles does not contribute to the magnetic properties.

100 Oe (7980 A m−1) magnetic field. The blocking temperature of each sample was estimated by taking the
inflection point of the ZFC magnetization curves versus temperature. Historically, the blocking temperature
has been taken as the peak of the ZFC curve. However, it has been shown that the mode blocking temperature
is to the left of the peak and is more accurately determined by taking the inflection point of the ZFC curve.
This is the temperature at which the greatest number of nanoparticle moments become unblocked or ‘flip’ to
align with the applied field simultaneously, resulting in a rapid increase in the magnetic response of the
sample according to Bruvera et al [39], and Livesey et al [40]. The results indicated the blocking temperature
of the samples are 184± 7 K (CoFe+Mn) and 251± 13 K (MnFe+ Co) respectively (detailed depiction
refers to supporting information). The blocking temperatures of CoFe2O4 and MnFe2O4 particles of similar
sizes are around 320 K and 170 K, respectively [41, 42]. These values match well with the previously reported
blocking temperatures of manganese–cobalt substituted ferrite particles [27, 28]. Interestingly, we found that
the ZFC curves (figure 8) for both samples have higher magnetization values than the FC curves above 300 K
and this behavior of MnFe+ Co was more prominent than that of CoFe+Mn. Such a behavior usually
indicates the magnetostriction of the ferrite material, i.e. the change of dimension or movement of domain
walls during magnetization [43, 44]. Such magnetostriction property is commonly seen in cobalt ferrite as it
is used in magnetostrictive sensors or actuators [45]. The magnetic measurements showed that the magnetic
properties of the particles were dominated by the shell. It is hypothesized, that this is because the shell was
oxidized to a ferrimagnetic spinel phase, while the core remained an antiferromagnetic phase which did not
contribute to the magnetization. CoFe+Mn has a manganese-rich shell, thus its magnetic properties were
closer to manganese ferrite particles; however, MnFe+ Co behaved more like cobalt ferrite since its
cobalt-rich spinel shell governed its magnetic properties. To successfully make hard/soft, core/shell ferrite
nanoparticles with this proposed seed-mediated drip method, an efficient oxidation strategy of the rock salt
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Figure 8. ZFC/FC curves of CoFe+Mn and MnFe+ Co samples. The blocking temperatures 184± 7 K (CoFe+Mn) and
251± 13 K (MnFe+ Co), respectively. The insets showed the curves from 280 K to 330 K. Above 300 K, both samples showed
higher ZFC magnetization than FC magnetization indicating a magnetostrictive property.

phase needs to be developed. There are a few candidate oxidation procedures developed previously
[16, 46–48]. With an effective oxidation method, the particles can be transformed to a single spinel phase
and the core/shell particles that exhibit exchange coupling effect can be synthesized.

4. Summary

In summary, we have successfully utilized a seed-mediated drip synthesis strategy to make manganese and
cobalt substituted ferrite nanoparticles. The growth and elemental distribution were monitored during the
synthesis and showed the potential using this technique to control the size and composition of ferrite
nanoparticles. The size of the particles synthesized with this seed-mediated drip method was mostly
determined by the seeding stage and the magnetic properties of the particles were determined by the
dripping stage. Although a core/shell structure was not seen from the EDX mapping images, its existence was
further inferred by other characterizations. The species of the precursors of the dripping stage determines
whether the outer layer is rich in a specific metal element. The magnetic properties of the particles were more
likely dominated by the more oxidized shell components, making the two samples with similar sizes have
very different magnetic properties. The work to build more sophisticated structures and to achieve a deeper
understanding of particle formation mechanisms during thermal decomposition is still in progress. With this
work, further knowledge of the structure-property relationship of metal substituted ferrite nanoparticles will
be obtained, which is important for the design of magnetic nanoparticles for various applications.
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